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Abstract

paleoecosystem change in North Central Colorado’s mountains resulting in a thirteen millennia model of cultural landscape history. 

That model proposes establishment, within a millennium and a half of arrival of the region’s earliest Clovis hunter-gatherers, of 

by periodic introduction of new technologies and cycles of climatic change. The model also incorporates historic environmental 

data which document past paleoclimate and paleoecological changes that affected regional mountain environments, tempered 

migratory game species behaviors, and adaptive strategies of four hundred generations of Native American hunter-gatherers.

Resumen

llegada a esa zona de los primeros cazadores-recolectores de la cultura clovis, estrategias sistemáticas y a menudo logísticamente 

Palabras clave: 
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INTRODUCTION

ancient through modern natural and cultural landscapes. It is now apparent those landscapes evolved 

and changed through more than eleven millennia of adaptive Native American subsistence and socio- 

cultural strategies designed to accommodate dozens of natural cycles of climatic-environmental 

and present evidence for a model of early prehistoric through historic era seasonal transhumance that, 

subject to broad periods of climatic and ecological change, was established and persisted with modest 

Figure 1. 
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EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS OF CULTURAL AND NATURAL 
LANDSCAPES: HUNTER-GATHERER ECONOMIC AND COGNITIVE

SYSTEMS THROUGH THE MILLENNIA

dominated by ponderosa pine ( ) which, as elevations increase, transition to Douglas 

) and interspersed stands of aspen ( ) and lodgepole 

pine (

Englemann spruce (

and forb meadows, frequently located within or near stream and rivers corridors and run-off drainages. 

consisting of exposed tree-less alpine grass and sedge meadows with occasional low shrubs (e.g., 

willow-

zone for past Native American hunter-gatherers since it has almost continuously provided rich summer 

forage for migratory game animals for millennia.

adopted new internally developed and externally introduced technologies and subsistence strategies. 

occasional infusions of new technologies and in-migration of native groups from outside the region. 

Almost without exception, Native American adaptive strategies involved variations of annual spring 

its eastern border, undoubtedly occurred at times, particularly in milder and warmer periods such as the 

broadly warmer-than-present climatic episode often termed the Altithermal or Hypsithermal in North 

historic ethnographic evidence, more frequently wintered in lower elevation, more sheltered mountain 

historic times are documented as containing resident bison herds and pronghorn antelope populations 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL, HISTORIC AND PALEOCLIMATE/

Mountain National conducted by the University of Northern Colorado (1998 to 2002) were one of the 
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was highly interdisciplinary in nature, involved several years of large-scale archaeological surface 

surveys, test excavations, and extensive paleoclimate and paleoecology research. Despite intensive 

survey of 12,140 hectares (30,000 acres), one of the project’s central research questions, whether 

points, stone tools, pottery, and site radiocarbon dates, a thirteen thousand year presence of Native 

culture) to the late 19th century when regional historic tribes were restricted to reservations far outside 

whose chronology is well-established by radiocarbon-dating throughout the western U.S. Summary 

chronology shown as both conventional date and calendar-age (calibrated) date ranges. The calendar-

age date ranges, which account for past variations in earth’s atomospheric radiocarbon reservoir (cf., 

Archeological and environmental-ecological evidence  indicate that, by the start of the Early 

Brunswig, Doerner and Diggs 2014a, 2014b: 62-66, 2015b), alpine hunting systems  employing 

appear to have been consistently in operation until late historic (Euro-American) times (cf., Brunswig 

ecological and cultural variables. Alpine hunting may have reached its height as an annually persistent 

71), but paleoclimate data, high elevation settlement patterns, and recently modeled tree-line elevation 

histories indicate summer alpine hunting persisted even when climate was cooler than today, when small 

succession of hunter-gatherer techno-economic systems which evolved over nearly thirteen millennia 

limited presence of Clovis hunting bands in lower mountain valleys, some passes, and high-elevation 

subalpine and tundra areas (cf., Brunswig 2001b, 2001c, 2003b, 2004a, 2004b, 2007: 269-272). 
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and non-local (exotic non-mountain) sources, suggesting good local terrain and resource awareness 

Table 1. 
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diverse environmental zones, only two sites were found with evidence of human occupation during 

highest alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone zones by human and game populations (cf., Brunswig 

climate associated with longer alpine summer growing seasons and greater accessibility of high altitude 

summer range to migratory game herds. Climate change research by the author and his colleagues 

recently utilized radiocarbon-dated subalpine forest tree remains in an alpine pond and a long-

Brunswig, Doerner, and Diggs 2014a, 2014b: 30-33, 39-41). The latter tree-line reconstruction at +70 

m represents a period of actively descending tree-lines and regional cooling from earlier higher Mid-

Holocene levels when tree-lines were even higher in the preceding two to three millennia. 

minor regional re-glaciation event (associated with a yet unnamed neo-glaciation advance). That still 

the Mid-Holocene, the latter characterized by an extended period of alternating warmer-than-present-

day and slightly cooler-than-modern-day climate cycles referred to as the Altithermal Episode, dating 

between 7,500 and 4,500 14C cal yr b.p. After ca. 4,500 14C cal yr b.p. and beginning of the current 

lowered tree-lines to modern or slightly below-modern levels. At that time, alpine summer growing 

seasons were shortened and access to tundra pasturelands was periodically restricted to game and 

59). Neo-glaciation waned after ca. 2,700 14C cal yr b.p. with brief interruptions and relatively low 

impact cooling by short neo-glacial cycles at 1,850-900 14C cal yr b.p. (Audubon Advance) and 300-

shifts of only a few meters, e.g., +5 to -10 m. 

Archeological evidence suggests that, between ca. 10,600-7,800 14C cal yr b.p. and possibly 

region’s earliest sustained, seasonally transhumant, high altitude hunting systems. Tool material 

2004) indicate those transhumance patterns, as discussed below, were strongly biased toward late fall-
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Brunswig and Diggs 2014:77-80). At times, as an alternative to cold season residence in large interior 

sourcing evidence indicates this latter pattern may not have been particularly common through time 

(cf., Brunswig 2005a: 186 and discussion below).

As described in earlier publications (e.g., Brunswig 1999, 2000a, 2001a, 2002b, 2004a, 2004b, 

Archaic times (ca. 8,287-6,000 14C cal yr b.p.), a well-developed seasonally transhumant, lower-

higher elevation hunter-gatherer subsistence 

pattern emerged and persisted with technological 

changes (and improvements) associated with 

evolving socio-cultural adaptations and responses 

to natural climate-ecosystem cycles down to Early 

and its surrounding mountain region indicates 

persistent seasonally scheduled subsistence 

activities of Native American groups. 

Seasonal subsistence systems are believed 

to have involved annual transhumance rounds 

 

emphasized that earlier archeologists, particularly 

1997: 200-202), have proposed broadly similar 

described in this article.

ce model is provided in subsequent sub-sections 

which describe primary elements of annual 

seasonal lowland-highland subsistence rounds 

and presents archeological evidence documenting 

Figure 2. Transhumance migration model for prehis-
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evidence presented here represents only a selective 

extremely extensive  and any full treatment would have unduly expanded this article’s length, an 

(cf., Brunswig 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2003a, 2003b, 2004a, 2004b, 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2007, 2012, 

viewed by this author to have included three annual phases of migration, residence, and subsistence 

Phase 1-Late Spring-Mid Summer Transhumance Pattern

occupied previously utilized lower elevation mountain base camps while high altitude tundra grazing 

territories were still under snow cover and subject to persistent high elevation cold and wind chill 

camps during milder climatic periods. In some locations where high altitude tundra was accessible in 

relatively short travel times (a few hours at most), low elevation camps may have been re-occupied 

periodically during the summer after short forays to high altitude (tundra-subalpine forest) hunting 

left behind in low elevation base camps while more physically capable men and women would have 

larger hunter-gatherer bands, particularly more elderly and younger members, could have remained 

in adjacent, more physically challenging high montane terrains.

Phase 2-Mid Summer-Early Fall Transhumance

to high altitude hunting territories, moving up well-established trail systems following seasonal game 

Cervus Canadensis, also referred to as Cervus elephaus) and bighorn 

sheep (Ovis Canadensis), but also smaller numbers of bison (Bison bison) and mule deer (Odocoileus 

hemionus), to upper subalpine, alpine-subalpine ecotone and tundra areas. There is no evidence that 

bison or deer prehistorically regularly ventured beyond subalpine forest into alpine-subalpine ecotone 

ranges in upper subalpine forest to alpine tundra zones from mid-May through June (Green and Bear 

melted away and opened grasslands started new growth with the short summer growing season 
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to fade from the collective herd and individual herd members which survived and escaped from past 

Archeological research has shown, based on the presence of chronologically diagnostic projectile 

occupations on individual sites) of construction and re-modeling by many, in some cases more than 

part of more complex hunting systems often involving numerous staging and processing (butchering) 

camps, exhibit extremely long histories of adaptive technological change and development (cf., 

staging, i.e., base, camps, the latter frequently situated in more protected alpine-subalpine ecotone or 

1992: 4-9).

Phase 3-Late Fall-Early Spring Transhumance Pattern

By late fall-early winter, cold weather and snow would have driven both humans and animals from 

Alternatively, some hunter-gatherer bands would have descended the eastern side of the Continental 

particularly the wetter, snowier Kawuneeche Valley west of the Continental Divide (Brunswig and 

from spring through fall.

An emerging body of evidence from archeological surveys  and excavations  by the University 

Cervus 

Canadensis), pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra Americana), and occasionally, bison (Bison bison) into 

Brunswig, Doerner, and Diggs 2015a). Early and later cool season (winter-spring and fall-winter) use 
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(and perhaps even then), ridge-line drives could have operated during late fall, winter, and early spring 

areas around the valley margins (cf., Brunswig 2003b, 2013, 2014a).

multiple environmental zones from montane forest to alpine tundra, provide substantive evidence 

of development, time depth, and nature of the model’s broad validity. That evidence is highlighted 

below in the detailed descriptions of individual sites and site clusters which document archeological 

logistically organized subsistence systems designed 

to systematically extract seasonally available natural (animal and plant) resources for generations of 

hunter-gatherers. 

to represent contributing components of hunting territories once existing as part of prehistoric through 

1-3, designate individual foraging and seasonal transit sites in low elevation montane zones with 

archeological assemblages consistent with early and late season (early-mid spring to late fall-early 

winter) occupations designed to exploit available plant and animal resources during those seasons and 

serve as staging camps for relocation to higher altitude environmental zones when winter snow cover 

melted from the tundra, signaling the start of the summer pastureland grazing season.

for residence by infant, toddler, and more elderly (physically less capable) band members and places of 

residence for more physically capable (young and mature adult) band members periodically returning 

and feature palimpsests of overlaid hunting systems from different cultural periods designed to integrate 

stations, for logistically organized game and food plant procurement in the highly productive summer 

drive components) does contain an abundance of natural trap and ambush localities, including areas of 

and alpine-subalpine margin (ecotone) hunting camps. All three hunting territories have secondary 

subalpine ecotone and upper margins of subalpine forest.
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Figure 3. 
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Early and Late Season “Base” and Trail Transit Camps in Lower Elevation 
Montane Valleys

Two multi-component prehistoric sites and a small cluster of sites along an eastern branch of the 

illustrate what are interpreted as spring and fall base camps, largely occupied by migratory hunter- 

Pontiac Pit (5GA218)

environs, illustrating its topographically sheltered location within contemporary lower montane forest 

margins.

(7,300-5,200 14C cal yr b.p.) and continuing through subsequent Middle Archaic (5,200-3,125 14C 

south of the earlier recorded site area. That concentration consisted of more than a dozen Windy Ridge 

two upper stratigraphic units (1 and 2). Cultural material was recovered no deeper than 20 cm below 

at 5,282+120 14C cal yr b.p.), and appeared associated with a late Early Archaic (Mount Albion 

dated features were 19 (4,564+170 14C cal yr b.p.) and 24 (4,726+120 14C cal yr b.p.). An inferred 

roasting pit (17) produced a 4,399+160 14C cal yr b.p. date, consistent with the age of two associated 

Middle Archaic (Duncan and Mallory types) points. The 4,39914C cal yr b.p. date, if part of a Middle 

Archaic camp component, would be one of that cultural complex’s earliest Colorado dates. Two 

other features: 9 (3,070+50 14C cal yr b.p.) and 13 (3,468+5014C cal yr b.p.) were also within the 

Middle Archaic time span. Another roasting pit feature (12) was dated at 823+50 14C cal yr b.p. and 
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pit feature (1) produced a date of 724+

+180 14C cal yr b.p., 

dated site components were found in association with earlier dated features, showing evidence of 

stratigraphic mixing in some site areas.

Figure 4. 
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1994, 2006).

Both the original site report’s lithic source material assessment and the author’s analysis of 

Range foothills. The presence of basal grinding slabs (referred to as metates or netherstones) suggests 

plant or dried meat processing occurred during one or more occupation periods. If plant foods, such as 

dried berries, seeds, or roots, were being processed, then late summer-early fall residence when such 

plant products were available was a probable season of occupation when grinding stones were in use.

conditions which limit bone preservation, very little faunal material (eleven fragmented bones) 

Cervus 

canadensis). An unusual discovery was recovery of six burnt clay fragments, two pieces which had 

clay indicated it had been transported from the nearby Colorado River. The presence and nature of the 

clay, particularly fragments with plant impressions, suggests existence of a formal but simple shelter, 

structure (or structures), if it existed, was ephemeral and rested on the then-occupied terrace surface. 

late fall out-migration rounds rather than winter residence.

years. It was located in a sheltered spot with water, game and plant resources associated with the 

local rich Colorado River riparian environment. The site is also  situated near a historically  and 

archaeologically  documented Native American travel corridor, the Ute Trail, and near one of the 

access trails of the ancient Big Trail which crosses the Continental Divide to the east (see Brunswig 

(1.4 miles) to the east, supports its use as a possible montane zone base camp for hunting parties who 

ascended and descended the mountain-side to adjacent hunting territories times during the summer and 
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entry and late summer-fall exit camp for brief stop-overs during seasonal in-and-out migrations to 

ground stone, and ceramic concentrations, representing seasonal camps over several thousand years 

pottery, metate (grinding stone) fragments, and features (hearths).

Republican) pottery (900-650 14C cal yr b.p.). An early historic Ute occupation is documented by 

Uncompahgre Brownware pottery sherd organic residue which was radiocarbon-dated to 391+50 14C 

edge wear (edge polish). The majority of formal and informal tools were made of local (within a 

may have 

for the site occurred prior to 2002. Subsequent lithic source studies in the mountain region, particularly 

Brunswig, Doerner, and Diggs 2015a).

passes with access to hunting territories and camps on high mountain slopes and high tundra grasslands 
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on the Continental Divide. It represents both a short-term hunting camp for the local river valley and 

in the east.

Figure 5. 
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Beaver Meadows Lower Montane Camps

campsites are concentrated along the lower northern slope of a local landscape feature, the North 

lithic tools associated with game processing, plant or dried meat grinding (grinding stones, metates) 

artifacts as well as evidence of a range of short-term camp activities consistent with hunting, gathering, 

and plant and game animal processing. 

descriptions of both are presented in order to provide the reader a sense of their role and cultural 

Figure 6. 

ancient Ute Trail) in Beaver Meadows.
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on the southern margins of Upper Beaver Meadows. The modern trail was also an important branch 

and one recovered from a test excavation unit suggest at least two cultural period occupations: the 

856 b14C cal yr b.p.). Charcoal from one test unit produced a mid-late Early Ceramic cultural period 

radiocarbon date of 1,175+40 14C cal yr b.p.

of metate fragments. Two seasons of test excavation recovered numerous lithic materials, mainly 

levels which extended to a depth of 40 cm before a boulder-dense glacial till layer was encountered. An 

The site’s artifact assemblage represents a full range of game and plant processing tools, 

Figure 7. 
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tool 

Continental Divide location, showed strong preference toward interior mountain, western slope 

materials were virtually absent. However, one caveat concerning the source of Kremmling chert, 

recently discovered by the author and noted earlier is new information from analysis of Kremmling 

in press). That analysis concluded that Kremmling 

chert, previously attributed only to interior montane valley sources, also occurred in eastern plains 

as stream outwash from uplifted interior mountain deposits during the Miocene Era. This suggests that 

are necessarily 

biotite schist metate fragments showed extensive use of that less desirable but locally obtained material 

local grinding stone material).

tools, the latter including six complete or partial projectile points and eight metate fragments. Several 

and Early Ceramic period (1,735-856 14C cal yr b.p.) occupations. 

It is believed the site represents a short to medium term camp where tool manufacture, tool 

and informal tools were roughly equal in number, represented by a preponderance of western, interior 

Although the above sites are good examples of short-term summer hunting camps in Braver 

Meadow’s lower montane environmental zone, they represent only two of four recorded prehistoric 

term early-late warm season (late spring-summer-early fall) camps occupied prior to, during, or after 

seasonal migrations to higher elevation hunting territories along an eastern branch of the Native 
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Cervus canadensis) and Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) to 

Forest Canyon Pass

Figure 8. 
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show the area has been a crossroads for migrating Native Americans throughout that time. Historic 

documentation, supplemented by 75 years of archaeological research, provides evidence that the Deer 

strategically located adjacent (north and west) to several major game drives along Mount Ida Ridge 

and Trail Ridge (see below) and its archaeological evidence shows it almost certainly served as a base 

camp locality, particularly for the nearby Mount Ida Ridge game drives (see below), for summer and 

fall hunting parties who ascended to those drives throughout prehistoric and early historic times. 

limited within 30 meters on either side of the ancient Ute Trail which crosses the pass from northeast 

2000 and 2008 (Brunswig et al. 2009). The pass’ Ute Trail corridor was intensively surveyed by the 

Figure 9. 

and 5JA12138, are highlighted inside dashed lines.
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such edible or medicinally-valuable products as berries, plant roots, leaves, and nuts (Brunswig et 

al. 2009: 11-13, Tables 1 and 2, Appendix D). This diversity of edible and otherwise economically 

Native American populations who traveled through the pass or established base camps for local 

hearth features and discrete concentrations (camp areas) of lithic tools, debitage, and, occasionally, 

a plant-processing activity area (with a large biotite-schist grinding stone metate), two small hunting 

provided an excellent example of a travel corridor (trail)  and hypothesized game drive base camp, 

possibly used to support hunting on adjacent tundra areas on Trail Ridge to the northeast and the 

Mount Ida Ridge hunting territory to the south (Brunswig et al. 2009: 30-35). Archaeologically, the 

site produced two prehistoric lithic concentrations (camp or activity areas) at southern and central 

resulting from impact with a solid object, either a game animal or the ground surface. The point has 
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Figure 10. 

projectile point base.
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sources, although two tools were made of stone from more distant non-local sources in South Central 

Wyoming (Hartville chert) or the Northeastern Colorado plains.

to a north-facing mountain slope which forms the northern termination of Mount Ida Ridge, home 

point base (Angostura type) provided evidence of at least one occupation phase dating as early as 

in camps used for local hunting or secondary staging and processing activities associated with nearby 

high altitude alpine hunting areas, e.g., game butchering and meat-processing, hide preparation, and 

(bone and wood-shaping) functions suggest it was used not only for meat and hide processing, but in 

and shelter (Krummholz tree stands and bordering subalpine forest), trail access, game animal for 

localized hunting, and easy access as a base camp for hunting large herbivore game on Mount Ida 

natural resources.

and along the tundra and alpine-subalpine ecotone zones of Mount Ida Ridge to the south (described 

during the Early Holocene (+130 m) and Mid-Holocene (assuming a minimum tree-line rise of +70 

based on recent paleoclimate studies (see above), located inside subalpine forest tree-line from early 

The Mount Ida Ridge Hunting Territory

While earlier described lower elevation camps were designed to access tundra hunting areas and 

support warm-season hunting expeditions, most Native American hunter-gatherers focused on high 

altitude (tundra) game foraging pastures. This article describes three such hunting territories beginning 

segment descends to the east and west from the Continental Divide onto moderately steep (5-30º) 

alpine slopes while its southeastern section has moderately steep alpine slopes (10-30º) west of the 

divide but drops precipitously into steep talus slope at its eastern edge. The ridge’s topography consists 

numerous topographically-enhanced micro-terrains for prehistoric hunters to maneuver game animals, 
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Figure 11. 

territory’s two game drives (5GA1095 and 5GA2002) and game processing camp (5GA7108) are outlined with 

dashed lines.
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or terrain rises, while in other instances, hunters architecturally enhanced natural features for better 

concealment by piling small boulders, excavating shallow pits, or building more substantial boulder 

walls  and excavating  pit blinds with low concealing walls.  In the latter case, some high altitude 

hunting systems, including at least four sites along Mount Ida Ridge (5GA1095, 5GA2713, 5GA2002, 

(2 blinds, 1 wall) complete the local hunting system represented by 5GA2002. The wall parallels the 

University of Northern Colorado surveys of the site and its surrounding area produced substantial 

1-1.8 to 1.4 m diameter), a west facing semi-circular blind (feature 2-maximum length of 2 m), a short 

latter features, 3 and 4, were situated at the southeast end of a linear northwest to southeast oriented 

depression. A major artifact scatter (concentration 1), located a few meters northwest west of those 

tool core, and most importantly, two Early Archaic Mount Albion Complex corner- notched projectile 

points (ca. 7,416-5,738 14C cal yr b.p.). A third complete Mount Albion projectile point was recovered 

by UNC archaeologists during a site re-visit in 2005. 

also recovered in the northern feature group in association with game blind pits and walls.

Figure 12. GoogleEarth™ Satellite Image of Mount Ida Ridge facing west-northwest. The continental divide 

follows the ridge-line from north-northeast to south-southwest.
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the ridgeline crest and 3-5 m west of a steep northeast facing scarp that drops off down a talus slope 

cliff into the adjacent glacial cirque valley, a semi-circular, 2.7 m long, northwest facing wall or blind 

(feature 6) in line and at the southeastern end of feature 5, and a nearly complete, 1.7 by 2.1 m, oval 

with concealment from game crossing the saddle crest from the southwest (from upslope) and up the 

steep talus slope from the northeast. Southern group features were arranged to ambush game animals 

feature group.

The archaeological inventory represented by 5GA2002 features, artifact distributions, and artifact 

classes suggests it served as a frequently utilized game procurement locality where two distinct 

Figure 13. Site map of 5GA2002 showing features, artifact concentrations, and illustrating its hypothesized “du- 
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hunting strategies were employed over the past ten thousand years. Its northern feature group, located 

largely oriented toward ambushing game being maneuvered up (north to northeast) a relatively gentle 

west-southwest facing mountain-slope swale ascending from the subalpine tree line below.  It is 

hypothesized that the primary hunted game species on that site area and along the saddle crest was 

Cervus Canadensis), given that specie’s habit of grazing up gentle to moderately sloping tundra 

slopes in pre-dawn and early morning periods after leaving night-time bedding areas in nearby lower 

Artifacts recovered from the site’s northern part, including several fragmented diagnostic projectile 

and Early Ceramic periods 3,165-856 14C cal yr b.p.). It is also possible the drive was used in other 

cultural periods, but diagnostic artifacts from those periods remain undetected or have been collected 

its boulder-littered landscape. However, given overall orientation and placement of features in the up- 

The position of a game blind pit immediately west (inside) of the cliff edge and 20 m northwest 

of the boulder concentration is hypothesized to have been integral for use of a long net to snare sheep 

Ovis 

Canadensis

At this point, comment should be made on the frequent presence of ground stone tools found at both 

of a base slab, referred to as a metate and a mano which are used to reduce seeds, dried roots, or dried 

would have been available for harvesting and processing. Most were root bulbs that would have been 

dried, ground, and transported to lower elevation base camps for mixing with stone-boiled (or pottery 

vessel heated after arrival of ceramics around ca. 1,600 b.p.) reduced meat fats and bone and marrow 

seven alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone plant species with edible bulb roots suitable for drying, 

grinding, and mixing with meat and grease for pemmican. They include wild onion (Allium geyeri), 

two varieties of Bistort (Bistorta bistortoides and Viviporous bistorta), Indian potato (Claytonia 

lanceolata), Alpine Spring Beauty (Claytonia megrhiza), Cottongrass (Eriophorum angusti folrum), 

Avalanche lilies (Erythronium gradiforium) and Alp lily (Lloydia serotine). An ethnobotanical survey 
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(Werner 1999: 2-3, Table 1). Along with edible root plant bulbs, tundra hunting territory areas would 

have provided small shrub berries in the form of Soapberry (Shepherdia Canadensis) and edible seeds 

Figure 14. a: GoogleEarth™ satellite image of the 5GA2002 ridge-top saddle and b

(feature 1) immediately west of the ridge crest believed to have been used in Bighorn sheep net trapping and 
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Helianthella quinquenervis

5GA2002 is the most organizationally complex multi-component game drive with associated 

early-stage game processing activity areas on Mount Ida Ridge. However, other secondary processing 

camps were recorded along the site’s lower western slope and on a ridge-spur east of the Continental 

7,416-5,738 14C cal yr b.p.) projectile points along with butchering and hide-processing tools. 

ambush blinds is located near the north-central end of the Mount Ida ridgeline. 5GA1095 is associated 

with artifact concentrations related to early stage game processing areas with diagnostic projectile 

10,088-91014C cal yr b.p.).

5GA1095 (the Mount Ida Ridge Game Drive) was also recorded by James Benedict (1987: 1-27, 

number of prehistoric cairns, a U-shaped stone walled fasting, or vision quest, bed, and hundreds of 

Benedict suggested several cairns and alignments found near a Native American fasting bed 

Colorado River were components of an earlier (pre-vision quest) game drive system. In fact, the vision 

Benedict (1987: 5) as having served as a drift fence, designed to direct game animals from open alpine 

constructed blinds suggests game animals were ambushed by hunters concealed mainly behind 

and probable 

consistent with the hypothesis that game animals were maneuvered toward and through the ridge-top 

metate fragments, the latter from at least two individual grinding stones.
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Figure 15. 
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orthoquartzite being most common.

today’s subalpine forest tree-line, all the Mount Ida sites described here are believed to have remained 

Diggs 2014a, 2014b, 2015b).

The Bighorn Flats Hunting Territory

concentrations. It is one of the region’s  richest and most extensive alpine grassland areas, summer 

Cervus Canadensis) and Bighorn sheep (Ovis Canadensis) whose presence drew 

territory determined by archeological survey.

locations.

UNC archeology teams in 2000 and 2001. Those surveys  documented low site densities where the 

Figure 16. 
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Figure 17. 

Sites discussed in the text are shown inside dashed lines.
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Sprague Mountain is part of a high narrow Continental Divide ridge-line that steeply descends 

access east of the Continental Divide by a steep trail that descends into a glacial cirque valley from 

prehistoric game processing camp (5GA2262) is situated on an alpine tundra mountain slope bench 

scattered over a 25,200 m2 area. The heaviest concentration (1) is in its northern area while lighter 

Early Archaic corner-notched projectile points. Refurbishment of butchering and hide processing tools 

A second, more extensive, processing camp, 5GA2721, is situated in an alpine tundra boulder 

ground stone scatters with diagnostic artifacts representing occupations of different cultural periods 

over a large 50,000 m2 area. At the site’s northern end, a very large granite boulder forms a small 

b.p), a corner-notched, Early Archaic Mount Albion (7,416-5,738 14C cal yr b.p) projectile point, and 

nature and longer-term use as an overnight hunting camp rather than a day-time activity locality used 

for brief early stage processing of locally acquired game as often common for other tundra-situated 
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Figure 18. Site map of 5GA2262: a tundra game processing site.
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processing camps was provided by a dense concentration of eighteen hunt staging (or base) camps 

project.

representative examples. All the Tonahutu sites contained diagnostic artifacts and nearly all were multi-

component, representing millennia of accumulated short-term summer occupations. Environmental 

and archeological evidence suggest the camps served two main functions: 1) providing short- to 

and the adjacent Sprague Mountain ridge-line and as 2) rest or overnight camps along the Continental 

elevation montane forest areas west of the divide is steep and arduous.

Figure 19. 
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produced evidence of multiple period occupations in the form of a Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, 

projectile point (856-350 14C cal yr b.p.) and sixteen Ute (Uncompahgre Brownware) potsherds. 

latter possibly representing foundation stones which once anchored a conical hide-covered tent (tipi).

cultural period camp occupations or spatially dispersed camp activity areas of past occupations.

Figure 20. Site plan for 5GA2705. Note the scatter of sixteen Uncompahgre Brownware potsherds (CE) in artifact 

concentration 1.
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ratios of formal versus informal tools, ranging from a preponderance of formal tools in concentrations 

Assigning  behavioral  or  economic  strategy  interpretations to different  formal-informal tool 

ratios at the site (see the hunter-gatherer subsistence  system section below) is problematic since 

most  concentrations had  diagnostic  artifacts  of  different  types  and  associated  cultural  periods 

showing existence of chronologically-culturally  mixed (palimpsest) lithic assemblages. All artifact 

concentrations (Brunswig 2005a: 175-179) had high representation of secondary manufacturing stage 

to support open terrain hunting of grazing game herds and early to secondary stage processing of prey 

Figure 21. Site plan of 5GA2712. a: detail map of artifact concentrations 1, 2, 3 and 4. b: detail map of concen-
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Based on interpolation of data from a recent model of climate change and tree-line boundary 

sites, 5GA2262 and 5GA2721, remained on alpine tundra above subalpine tree-line throughout the 

and 5GA2712, are located within 55 m elevation of modern subalpine forest tree-line and would have 

Holocene tree-line at +130 m, as indicated in the climate model, would have advanced subalpine forest 

rise of +70 m, documented by subalpine spruce tree remains preserved in an ice patch on the east slope 

occupations within upper subalpine forest margins.

The Flattop Mountain Game Drive Hunting System

14C cal yr b.p.) and into the most recent historic period (150 14C cal yr b.p.). The highest western 

eastward through successive alpine, alpine-subalpine ecotone, subalpine forest and montane forest 

at the Continental Divide. The site’s lower eastern segment begins just within the upper subalpine-

alpine ecotone and terminates upslope in alpine tundra, ca. 380 m east of the Continental Divide at an 

(cf., Brunswig 2012: 26-27).

(1962: 26, 31, 105-106) visited the site and collected more than thirty projectile points belonging to 

the Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex), Middle Archaic (McKean Complex), and Early Ceramic 

cultural periods. Another three decades passed before James Benedict (1996: 21) conducted extensive 
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a small processing camp at the site’s lower (east) subalpine-alpine ecotone end, a locality subsequently 

Mountain Game Drive, its early stage processing (initial butchering) camp at the drive’s southeast 

corner, and logistical-support hunting base camps, the latter located just inside subalpine forest on the 

using digitized United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) maps, site maps published by Benedict 

other projectile points curated in other Colorado private and state institution collections (cf., Benedict 

(Ute, Arapaho, and Apache) times. The most commonly represented cultural period is the Early

Archaic Mount Albion Complex (7,416-5,738 14C cal yr b.p.). Radiocarbon-dates of charcoal 

excavated blind (Doerner and Brunswig 2008: 5-7) provide direct chronological evidence of game 

Along with the game drive and its associated processing area, archeological surveys documented 

Figure 22. 
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occupations located on or near the earlier described prehistoric and early historic Big Trail which 

survey recovered an Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point base (7,416-5,738 14C cal yr b.p.). 

(3,165-1,73514C cal yr b.p.) and Early Ceramic (1,735-85614C cal yr b.p.) projectile points and two 

small protohistoric-early historic Ute (Uncompahgre Brown) pot sherds (ca. 350-150 14C cal yr b.p.).

Figure 23. 

support base camps (downslope and northwest and northeast of the drive).
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open camp located 15 meters south of the modern and prehistoric trail. Its associated artifacts were 

+4014C cal yr b.p. (Beta-169189), a terminal Early Ceramic cultural period date.

MODELING SEASONALLY SCHEDULED SUBSISTENCE MIGRATION 

subsistence migration models for the North Central Colorado mountains, interior valleys, and eastern 

summer seasonal migrations of hunter-gatherer bands from low altitude winter camps in the Colorado 

Figure 24. 

base camps.
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warm, dry conditions limited summer hunting in the eastern plains and increased growing season 

lengths and bio-mass productivity in the high mountains. Based on then available archeological data, 

Benedict viewed seasonal migrations as heavily oriented toward hunting groups moving from the 

At the time, Benedict (1992: 12) suggested high-altitude summer hunting was primarily 

accomplished by hunter-gatherers utilizing the Up-Down migration pattern who wintered in the eastern 

foothills and nearby high plains margins because: “people of the Mount Albion Complex obtained 

west of the Continental Divide

long-term pattern of orientation toward western slope intermontane valley  occupations as much or 

more than ones focused toward the eastern slope foothills and plains.

Figure 25. 

shown in bold letters and numbers.
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Figure 26. 

radiocarbon-dated hearth.
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Rotary model, hunting-gathering bands which primarily wintered in the eastern foothills “departed 

12). He viewed their strategy as circling the higher, snow-covered mountain ranges earlier in the 

remained there until late spring or early summer when high altitude tundra game pastures opened to 

Figure 27. Illustration of Benedict’s Up-Down seasonal transhumance system emphasizing eastern foothills-high 

mountains migration, superimposed on a GoogleEarth™ satellite image of North Central Colorado and South 

Central Wyoming.
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In the course of their seasonal circuit north and west of Colorado’s Continental Divide, migratory 

eastern foothills, replenishing part 

they chose not to acquire grinding tool materials from interior mountain valleys, but instead carried 

high altitude (mainly alpine) hunting territories along the Continental Divide in mid-late summer and 

early fall.

could support either of Benedict’s two transhumance models. However, this author believes that 

Figure 28. 

a GoogleEarth Satellite Image of North Central Colorado and South Central Wyoming.
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that durable quality that may explain why prehistoric Native Americans went to such great lengths 

indigenous, interior montane resident hunting band members. An occasional alternative would have 

in late spring and summer.

after year in the severe freeze-thaw winter conditions found at most high- and mid- altitude mountain 

serving perfectly well as grinding stone material and situated close to interior montane valley sources 

particularly given the physical effort in moving heavy ground stone over horizontal distances of 50 to 

for years, even centuries or millennia, without having to regularly return to eastern foothills sources 

A second source of evidence often cited as supporting highland-lowland transhumance 

systems based in either the Up-Down or Rotary models is the presence of interior montane lithic 
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in press

Range sites as an indicator of highland-lowland transhumance for either model. And while this fact 

does not 

In both of Benedict’s seasonal transhumance systems, cold-season (winter) residence was viewed 

during winter months (cf., Surrovell et al. 2003: 4-5) and both prehistoric and historic data show that 

preference for sheltered valley bottoms between protective ridge lines and along major river corridors 

such as during Early Holocene warming (initiated at ca. 9,500 14C b.p.) and the subsequent warm 

Altithermal (Mid Holocene) Episode (ca. 7,500-5,000 14C b.p.) intermontane valley winters would 

have been even more conducive to year-round human residence.

While evidence cited here does not fully support or refute either Benedict’s  Rotary or eastern 

slope-focused Up-Down transhumance models, it reinforces the hypothesis that indigenous mountain 

Archaic cultural periods, was a place of winter residence for prehistoric and early historic Native 

was integral to warm-season high altitude hunting and gathering and central in its local region to annual 

varied through time and space and may have, at times, been contemporaneous in operation. What 

cultural periods, is former existence of a long-term, possibly dominant, presence of mountain-adapted, 

indigenous hunter-gatherer populations in valleys west of the Continental Divide, populations which 

seasonally exploited, primarily in a western slope focused Up-Down transhumant pattern, summer 
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FORAGING, PATCH CHOICE ECOLOGY, AND LOGISTICAL COLLECTING 

HUNTER-GATHERERS

Theoretical concepts on hunter-gatherer subsistence strategies, based on analogues with historic 

and modern populations, have been the subject of archaeological research for well over a century. 

1978, 1980), Cashdan (1992) and Kelly (1992, 1995, 1998, 2013) among others, have extensively 

based foraging to less mobile, more highly residential and logistically-organized collector behavior. 

While there have been many permutations and arguments for and against applications of forager- 

Figure 29. Evidence-supported seasonal migration model which emphasizes both interior-mountain valley to 

alpine and eastern foothills to alpine transhumance with a long-term bias toward interior montane migratory 

patterns.
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collector theory and concepts, broad-scale use of their fundamental principles as functional Middle- 

Range theory for explaining prehistoric to historic hunter-gatherer behavior has remained constant 

Hunter-gatherers employing forager subsistence practice residentially restricted, high mobility 

(migratory) strategies although their time-span of occupation site residency and mobility associated 

with food and other economic resource procurement may vary from one season to season. Their 

frequency of movement through resource territories depends on the extent (size), richness (ecological 

productivity), and relative distribution of resources across different landscapes and ecosystems. 

places) to procurement sites (resource locations) which contain one or more rich resources in greater 

Hunter-gatherer collectors, who are sometimes engaged in food-production activities for part of 

the subsistence year, are more highly systematic and logistically organized than foragers. Base camps 

foragers, collectors travel outward from base camps to exploit resource-rich patch locations within a 

variably productive natural landscape. Collecting forays from base camps are designed to logistically- 

and sharing sites where localized resources are evaluated and procurement actions are decided, and 

caches, temporary storage locations for procured resources (meat, harvested plant products, etc.) prior 

as involved in procuring economic resources, with an emphasis on preserved foods for extended 

storage and later use.

ecosystems that are subject to seasonal climate variations (temperatures, moisture) and geographic 

variations in types and abundance (richness) of resources, e.g., water, fertile soils, game, economic 

Winterhalder 1981: 26), but having those conditions endow them with what patch ecology theorists 

high productivity and natural persistence of that productivity when other areas were adversely stressed 

patch islands desirable procurement localities for hunter-gatherers. Archaeological researchers often 

(Kelly 2013: 62-63), a theoretical approach used to explain complex interrelationships of past human 

productivity based on a variety of topographic, ecological, and hydrologic conditions, qualifying it as 

a high density patch island embedded in a broadly lower productivity landscape (Brunswig et al. 2009). 
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Alpine tundra hunting territories discussed here, despite their short summer growing seasons, also 

alpine grass and forb forage for herds of large grazing herbivores that, in turn, attracted Native 

American hunters to its high country for thirteen millennia. As shown by the common occurrence of 

grinding stones at game drives and food processing sites, harvesting and processing of alpine food 

plants along with game animal carcasses further enhanced the alpine tundra’s role as a short-term but 

alpine rangelands through time would have varied, subject to long-, medium-, and short- term climate 

conditions and their effect on moisture, temperature and the length of growing seasons. Modeling of 

wetter) climate periods (Wang et al. 2002).

Elements of both forager and collector subsistence strategies, but with a strong forager bias, are 

from which hunting-gathering forays originated, are characteristic of both forager and collector systems 

primary and secondary  game processing  camps, some located away  from the drives  themselves, 

represent detailed planning and logistical organization consistent with collector behavior. Medium 

locations provided a secure staging area, or base camps, for pending tundra hunts, including game 

transport to lower elevation base camps or readily-butchered meat was cut off bone, cut into strips, and 

dried for lighter-weight transport to those base camps. During initial processing of hunted game, edible 

tundra plants (mainly those with root bulbs), many useful for mixing with animal fat and grease and 

stones left on site and re-used for decades or centuries until they were worn down  and discarded. 

The construction and re-modeling of game drive walls, blinds, and, in some cases, drive walls and 

labor organization, again verging on logistically-planned collector behavior. Base camps, located in 

more sheltered areas with their own concentrated natural resources (game, food and medicinal plants, 

hides, plant products, and tool and weapon repair.

support the existence of a well- planned and organized forager hunting strategy but perhaps not as 

logistically organized as game drive hunting systems.

a long history (up to thirteen millennia, including the earliest pioneer Clovis hunters) of seasonally 

transhumant hunting-gathering with elements of both forager and collector  behavior with a bias 

toward shorter residence (forager) hunting and camp site activity but often with elements of long-term 
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CONCLUSION

landscapes.  That evidence suggests a complex story of human achievements spanning more than four 

that story, as described in the preceding article, deals with evolving, and often highly sophisticated, 

economic systems, and to a lesser degree, social (hunter-gatherer bands) aspects of long-departed 

and extent of past socio-economic systems in the region, past and on-going research has opened the 

path to more completely understanding and interpreting those systems beyond subsistence and broad 

social organization.

to explore physical (archaeological) and ethnographic evidence which helps explains how past Native 

Americans integrated spiritual beliefs and spiritually-inspired behavior with socio- economic systems 

it has, over more than a decade, documented that, at least in more recent late prehistoric and early 

historic times, native peoples such as the Ute viewed their world as inhabited by spirit beings and 

places of great spiritual power which, at times, needed to appeased, and at others, could be manipulated 

seamless, interwoven fabric of the mundane, everyday world with that of a supernatural world. In 

psychological and anthropological, if not religious, terms, those beliefs, and actions associated with 

them, infused native peoples with a strong sense of community, both with each other and with their 

natural and supernatural worlds. That sense of community and a conviction that, through spiritual 

cultural action (ritual and ceremony) united with technology, sophisticated subsistence planning, and 

social cooperation, they could exert substantial control over the world around them, giving powerful 

mechanisms for survival in an often unforgiving environment.
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